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1. Introduction and scope

Leaving groups have been defined as that part of a substrate that becomes cleaved by the action of a nucleophile.1 The IUPAC definition specifies a leaving group as a molecular fragment (charged or uncharged) that becomes detached from an atom in what is considered to be the residual or
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main part of the substrate’ in a given reaction. A leaving group that carries away an electron pair is called a nucleofuge. However, these terms are not synonymous since a nucleofuge may be a functional group that simply receives an electron pair during a nucleophilic attack without itself being cleaved away from the substrate.

The term ‘leaving group’ seems to have entered the chemical literature in the early 1950s although its mechanistic role was certainly understood much earlier. For example, in a 1951 paper detailing the study of nucleophilic displacement reactions of neopentyl tosylates, the term ‘leaving group’ does not appear anywhere in the abstract or discussion. In this 1951 paper, the leaving group concept was expressed by naming the actual departing group in each example under consideration (such as halide, tosylate, etc.). In the following year and in the same journal, a paper describing a study of solvolysis reactions of norbornyl halide and arylsulfonate systems uses the term ‘leaving group’ in the paper’s abstract. However, in the body of the six-page paper the term is used only once along with ‘departing ionizing group’. In a 1953 short communication on the solvolysis of various alkyl halides (≤600 words), the term ‘leaving group’ appears three times. By the following year, the term seems to have gained general acceptance, appearing for the first time in the title of a paper. By the mid 1960s the term ‘leaving group’ appeared in the titles of over 25 papers and was used in over 125 abstracts. Some undergraduate textbooks of organic chemistry also adopted the term by this time period.

Leaving groups are ubiquitous in organic chemistry, playing a key role in a wide range of reactions, including nucleophilic substitution (aliphatic and aromatic), electrophilic substitution, and elimination reactions. A survey of 135 named organic reactions widely utilized in modern preparative organic chemistry reveals that 38 reactions involve heterolytic nucleofugal leaving groups at some stage of their mechanism. If this selection of named reactions is representative, then it could be inferred that leaving groups play an important role in as many as 25% of all organic reactions.

Despite the wide variety of available leaving groups, there is still a need to improve their performance in terms of selectivity, reaction rates, scalability, environmental compatibility, atom economy, and other parameters. Thus, research on leaving groups continues to be an area of fruitful endeavor. As described in the subsequent pages, variations on traditional leaving group motifs have been the principal means of developing groups with improved performance. This review therefore begins with a discussion of advances in sulfonate and carboxylate-based leaving groups. The use of chiral leaving groups in asymmetric synthesis is not a new area. However, an improved mechanistic understanding of asymmetric induction in a variety of reactions in recent years has inspired the design of new chiral leaving groups that are, in many cases, modifications of traditional groups such as sulfonates and carboxylates. These and other chiral leaving groups will be discussed in some detail. The field of organometallic chemistry has offered powerful new reagents and catalysts for small molecule synthesis over the years. It is then no surprise that new organometallic leaving groups such as carboranes have recently emerged. Heterocyclic leaving groups have long been part of the synthesis chemist’s repertoire and new groups arise from this class of compounds with regularity. Many researchers look into biological systems for inspiration in the design of improved reagents. This trend is also seen in the development of nucleophile assisting leaving groups (NALGs), which stabilize a reaction transition state through chelating interaction with the incoming nucleophile. Several recent examples of this relatively new class of leaving group will be described in this review.

To our knowledge, the present article is the first review of heterolytic nucleofugal leaving groups broadly defined. Given the ubiquity of leaving groups in organic chemistry, it would seem nearly impossible to review this topic exhaustively except as an extensive monograph. Indeed, reviews in this area have concentrated on specific leaving group types such as sulfonates, pyridines, 2-thiopyridylcarbaminates, and carbanionic to name a few. Thus, the present review will extend to research findings primarily from the last 15 years, although a limited number of leaving group technologies from earlier periods that have not been covered in previous reviews will also be discussed. Also, some leaving groups that have been briefly reviewed as part of a larger work have been revisited here in greater detail. New reactions involving existing leaving groups will not be discussed here. Instead, the focus of this review will be on the mechanisms and performance characteristics of relatively new leaving groups.

To further reduce the scope of this report to manageable proportions, heterolytic nucleofugal leaving groups involved in the vast field of acyl coupling chemistry has been excluded, especially since this area is reviewed on a routine basis. Also, reports describing the adaptation of existing leaving groups to the solid phase will not be discussed here since this area has been reviewed in extensive surveys of solid phase organic synthesis techniques.

Finally, new leaving groups in purely inorganic systems and in biological applications have been omitted here as these are somewhat tangential to the emphasis of this review on new leaving groups that facilitate the synthesis of organic small molecules.

2. Sulfonate and carboxylate leaving groups

Sulfonyl chlorides such as tosyl and mesyl have found widespread use as reagents to convert alcohols into substrates for nucleophilic reactions. Significantly more reactive trifluoromethanesulfonate (triflate) leaving groups were subsequently introduced, which exhibited several orders of magnitude increased reactivity. To gain some perspective, the relative reactivity of the most common leaving groups has been estimated to be substituted benzoates (1)<halides (>10<sup>-4</sup>-10<sup>-9</sup>)<sulfonates (<10<sup>-10</sup>-10<sup>-12</sup>)<perfluoroalkanesulfonates (<10<sup>-15</sup>-10<sup>-16</sup>)<triflates (>10<sup>-15</sup>-10<sup>-16</sup>)). In the past 25 years, sulfonate and carboxylate leaving groups with intermediate reactivity have been prepared, often involving the introduction of electron-withdrawing substituents. In addition, new sulfonate leaving groups have been designed to suppress unwanted sulfur substitution and sulfene formation. Some of these sulfonate leaving group developments have been recently reviewed.
2.1. Benzenedisulfonylimides

The conversion of alcohols to a sulfonate ester is a well-established strategy to create substrates capable of undergoing nucleophilic substitution whereas the related conversion of amines to sulfonamides does not lead to a similar result. However, the addition of a second sulfonyl group, as in the case of benzenedisulfonylimides, provides a suitable leaving group. Using the bis-sulfonyl technique, amines have been converted to alcohols and azides with inversion of configuration. This conversion has been demonstrated with 1-phenyl and 1-cyclohexyl ethylamine (Scheme 1). The reaction of either primary amine with benzen-1,2-disulfonyl chloride led to the corresponding benzenedisulfonylimide intermediates 1a and 1b in somewhat low yields. The reaction of 1a with KNO₂ led to alcohol 2 in 83% yield and with 70% inversion of configuration. Using NaN₃, azide product 3 was obtained with essentially complete inversion although the yield was fairly modest (53%) even after a reaction time of 4 days (Scheme 1). Earlier studies involving dimesylimides and dinoxylimides led to similarly high percent inversions but suffered from lower yields in both the imide formation and subsequent nucleophilic substitution steps. Disulfonylimide leaving group technology has also been used in the synthesis of aryl ethers starting from naphthoyl disulfonylimide 4. The reaction of 4 with sodium phenoxide gave inverted aryl ether product 5 in 53% yield (Scheme 1).

2.2. Vinylogous sulfonates

Vinylogous sulfonates have been developed to serve as improved leaving groups for a variety of palladium-catalyzed allylic substitution reactions. Using a cis-phosphino-1,3-oxazine ligand, a variety of alkyl-substituted β-phenylicinamyl substrates 6 are converted to malonate products 7 via Pd(II) catalysis. The stereochemical outcome was rationalized using a palladium allyl transition state involving the chiral oxazine ligand (Scheme 2). This allylation reaction exhibits high enantioselectivity (95%) and increased catalyst turnover rates relative to traditional acetate leaving groups (Scheme 2). However, this asymmetric method has only been demonstrated with β-phenylcinamyl alcohol derivatives 6 with straight chain substituents at the carbinol position.

2.3. Alkyl sulfonyls

Using 1,3-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)imidazolin-2-ylidene (10) as a palladium ligand, sulfonyl purine nucleoside 8 was coupled to a p-methoxyphenyl group to give product 9 in 81% yield via a Suzuki reaction (Scheme 3). The sulfonyl purine derivative was obtained by an SNAr displacement of a halopurine precursor followed by a high-yielding oxidation. This methodology opens a new avenue for modification of purines at the C6 position.

2.4. Imidazole-1-sulfonates (imidazylates)

Imidazole-1-sulfonates (imidazylates) have been used with success in S_N2 reactions involving mono and oligosaccharide substrates at primary and secondary positions. The imidazole-1-sulfonate can be prepared from an alcohol by reaction with sulfuryl chloride to form the chlorosulfate ester followed by reaction with imidazole or by reaction with N’N-sulfuryldiimidazole. This leaving group has been applied primarily to the synthesis of mono and oligosaccharides. For example, diisopropylidene galactopyranose (11) was converted to derivative 12 with an imidazyl group at the 6-position. Imidazyl 12 was then converted to the corresponding 6-fluoro, iodo, and azido products 13 in good yields (Scheme 4). An imidazyl intermediate has also been methylated (remote activation) at the imidazole nitrogen leading to increased nucleofugacity (entry 3, Scheme 4). The imidazyl leaving group has also been utilized in oligosaccharide derivatization.

More recently, the reaction of an imidazylate of a 4-deoxyarabinoside with tetrabutylammonium cyanide (prepared in situ from Bu₄NF and TMSCN) gave the cyanide product.
in an exceptionally high yield (81%).

![Scheme 4] Galactopyranose derivatization via imidazylates.

of 17 exhibited faster solvolysis rates due to the increased flexibility of the hydrocarbon skeleton.

![Scheme 7] Perfluorobutyrate leaving group in solvolysis.

Quinoline-2,4(1H,3H)-diones give the Perkow reaction product or lead to enol ether depending on the nature of the carboxyl leaving group at the 3-position. Use of the trifluoroacetate leaving group in substrate 18 led to the Perkow enol phosphite product 19 upon treatment with triethyl phosphate (Scheme 8). With the novel fluoroiodoacetyl leaving group, enol ether 20 was obtained in 68% yield.

![Scheme 8] Perkow reaction involving fluorocarboxylates.

2.5. Pyridine and quinoline sulfonates

The secondary esters of 2-pyridine and 8-quinoline sulfonic acid decompose cleanly at moderate temperatures to give olefins in high yields (Scheme 6). A variety of substrates were successfully converted to the olefin using this pyrolysis method including cyclohexanol sulfonate ester 16 (Scheme 6), exo-norbornol, menthol, neomenthol, and 2-octanol. Negligible differences in product yield were observed between the pyridine and quinoline sulfonate esters. Product studies indicated that the pyrolysis did not proceed via a concerted E2-type mechanism. Instead, an E1 mechanism was invoked in which the reaction was facilitated by the basic nitrogen of the quinoline sulfonate leaving group.

![Scheme 6] Pyrolysis of 8-quinoline sulfonate 16 to give cyclohexene.

2.6. Fluorocarboxylates

Perfluorobutyrate, conveniently prepared from a precursor perfluoro alcohol, has been shown to possess a reactivity similar to that of halides in solvolysis reactions. A product and isotope distribution study for the reaction of 1-adamantyl perfluorobutyrate (17) in 80:20 ethanol/H$_2$O demonstrated exclusive alkyl–O cleavage to give the ethyl ether and $^{18}$O-alcohol products in a 94% combined yield (Scheme 7). The 1- and 3-homoadamantyl perfluorobutyrate analogs

![Scheme 9] Alkynoate leaving group for glycosylation.
2.8. Vinylogous carboxylates and carbonates

Glycosylation using vinylogous carboxylates and carbonates (enol ethers) as leaving groups have been described. The reaction of tetra-O-benzyl glucopyranose (25) with 2 equiv of methyl-2-butyrate in the presence of a catalytic amount of tri-n-butylphosphine gave corresponding glycosyl donor 26 (Scheme 10). In this synthesis, glycosyl donor 26 was obtained exclusively in the E-configuration due to the steric bulk imposed by the pyranose moiety during the formation of the enol ether. Treatment of donor 26 with alcohol 27 at room temperature gave disaccharide 28 in 82% yield (α/β = 9:2). A large excess of TMSOTf (9–12 equiv) was required to obtain an optimal yield and anomeric ratio. With a smaller amount of TMSOTf (1 equiv) at room temperature, the coupling yield to give 28 was reduced to 19%.

Scheme 10. Synthesis of disaccharide 28 using a vinylogous carbonate leaving group.

3. Chiral leaving groups

Methods for asymmetric synthesis have been classified into four types, each based either on the chirality of the substrate, auxiliary, added reagent, or catalyst. Although research to develop new and more efficient chiral catalysts currently appears to dominate the field of asymmetric methodology, the development of new chiral auxiliary-based methods continues. The conversion of a prochiral substrate to a chiral center using a chiral leaving group provides an attractive alternative to traditional chiral auxiliary-based methods. Chiral leaving groups such as menthoxyl have been used in the highly efficient syntheses of planar chiral binaphthyl compounds, an area extensively reviewed. Importantly, chiral leaving groups do not require a removal step, which is a common drawback in many chiral auxiliary methods.

3.1. BINOL derivatives

A method for face-selective alkylation of prochiral olefins using BINOL derivatives as chiral leaving groups under acidic conditions has been developed. In this strategy, a Lewis acid-activated C-O bond (as in 29) is cleaved at the moment of electrophilic addition releasing the BINOL leaving group (Scheme 11). Lewis acid/LG complex 29 can be thought of as a cationic synthon possessing a chiral environment analogous to Lewis acid-assisted chiral Bronsted acid (LBA) used in enantioselective protonation reactions.

Analogous to the LBA method, asymmetric methods for alkoxymethylation of silyl enol ethers using a non-racemic BINOL leaving group have been developed. For example, the reaction of trimethylsilyl enol ether 30 with BINOL derivative 31 in the presence of SnCl4 led to product 32 in 91% yield and 75% ee (Scheme 12). This result was an improvement over an earlier reported asymmetric hydroxymethylation reaction.

The observed stereochemical outcome of the alkoxymethylation reaction can be explained in terms of an acyclic extended transition state similar to one proposed by Noyori, NMR studies indicate that the BINOL leaving group in 31 coordinates with SnCl4 at the aryl ether oxygens (Scheme 13). The introduction of silyl enol ether 30 is thought to give transition state 33, which can be represented using a Newman-type diagram (Scheme 13). As indicated in the scheme, transition state 33 is stabilized by a π–π attractive interaction between the phenyl group of 30 and one of the naphthyl groups of BINOL 31. The other possible approach of enol ether 30 to the 31a complex would give transition state 34 involving a destabilizing steric repulsion between the R and the phenyl group of 30 (Scheme 13).

Scheme 11. Lewis acid-activated alkene addition reaction involving chiral leaving group LG*.

Scheme 12. Enantioselective alkoxymethylation of enol ether 30 with BINOL derivative 31 using SnCl4.

Scheme 13. Proposed extended transition states for enantioselective alkoxymethylation reactions.

The chiral naphthol leaving group of 31 has also been utilized in enantioselective Prins-type reactions with trisubstituted alkenes in the presence of SnCl4. Rapid additions of SEM (CH2OCH2CH2SiMe3) were observed with several alkenes with selectivity for the less substituted carbon of the double bond. Chlorinated side products were also observed. These side products could be converted to the SEM-alkene on treatment with collidine. In the case of 2-methyl-2-pentene, electrophilic SEM addition occurred at the 3-position giving desired allyl SEM product 35 and chloro product 36 in quantitative yield. Subsequent treatment of the mixture with base gave 85% yield of 35 in 81% ee (Scheme 14).
The first biomimetic asymmetric synthesis of (+)-limonene was accomplished in 1983 (up to 77% ee) using (R)-BINOL as a leaving group in an intramolecular cyclization of a mononeryl ether with bulky organoaluminium reagents. More recently, improved enantioselectivities have been obtained using BINOL derivatives activated by SnCl4 (Scheme 15). Thus neryl-BINOL derivative 37 was converted to (+)-limonene (38) and α-terpinyl chloride (39) in 91% yield as a 4:5 mixture. The transformation was highly enantioselective (93% ee) in chlorinated solvents such as CH2Cl2 and propyl chloride. Heating the mixture of 38 and 39 in 2,4,6-collidine under reflux conditions converted chloride 39 to limonene in 71% yield (Scheme 15).

A transition state model to explain the enantioselectivity for the selective Bu2CuLi additions has been proposed (Scheme 17). Chiral enone 42 initially forms weak tridentate chelation complex 44 with Bu2CuLi by coordination of three heteroatoms to the lithium, followed by additional d–π* complex formation between the copper atom and the conjugated enone moiety. This chelation d–π* complexation occurs at the Si face, since the Re face is shielded by the extruding pyrrolidine ring. Added ZnBr2 gave complex 45, which led to lower enantioselectivities (Scheme 16, entries 2, 4, and 6) by impeding Li+–directed chelation.

**Scheme 14.** Enantioselective Prins-type reaction of 2-methyl-2-pentene with SEM = CH2OCH2CH2SiMe3.

**Scheme 15.** Enantioselective cyclization of BINOL derivative 36 to give limonene 37.

**Scheme 16.** Synthesis of non-racemic 3-hydroxy-2-exo-methylenealkanones.

**Scheme 17.** Transition state models of Bu2CuLi addition to enones with LiBr and ZnBr2 additives.

**Scheme 18.** Synthesis of chiral nitroenamines 48 and asymmetric addition of α-methyl substituted lactone enolates 49.
chosen since initial reports indicated that this metal led to superior enantioselectivities and chemical yields relative to analogous Li+ and Cu+ enolates. Extensive optimization indicated that 4 equiv of zinc enolate was essential for high enantioselectivities. The enantioselectivity depended on the bulkiness of R in the chiral nitroamines, namely, the order was Ph>Et>Me, which indicated that increase in bulk of the chiral auxiliary increased the enantioselectivity of the reaction. The effects of substituents at the 1-position (R2) were also recently used exploring an achiral nitroenamine.

A possible transition state model to explain the enantioselective product outcome and the role of multiple equivalents of zinc enolate has been proposed (Scheme 19). Two equivalents of zinc enolate were consumed to form complex 51 by coordination with nitroenamine. Zinc enolate can then attack 51 from topside or underside. Attack of 51 from the topside requires 2 equiv of zinc enolate. However, the steric bulk of the R groups (phenyl as shown in Scheme 19) inhibits zinc enolate approach from the topside. Although Re face attack of complex 51 requires a third zinc enolate, the approach of the nucleophile entails less steric impedance.

Asymmetric nitro-olefinations have been utilized in the efficient synthesis of a variety of indole alkaloid natural products containing quaternary carbon stereocenters. These syntheses have been previously reviewed.47,53 A recent total synthesis of spirotryprostatin B is illustrative of asymmetric nitro-olefination synthetic approaches (Scheme 20).54 Nitroolefination of an indole enolate gave intermediate 52 in 97% ee. Synthetic manipulation of the highly versatile vinyl nitro group gave advanced intermediate 53 after several steps. The remaining key transformations to obtain spirotryprostatin B involved the introduction of proline as a peptidic linkage to 53 followed by heteroatom substitution at the allylic position (Scheme 20).

More recently, a Baylis–Hillman type reaction has been developed to give non-racemic propargyl ethers 56 using stoichiometric quinidine as a chiral leaving group (Scheme 21). Propargyl alcohol was added to bromomethyl enoates 54 via quinidinium intermediates 55 to give adducts 56 in modest enantioselectivities (25–40% ee) and yields (32–47%).55

3.3. Chiral sulfonates

The methylester of N-diphenylmethylene glycine (58) has been lithiated with LDA and treated with non-racemic furanose-derived methalyating agent 57 to give alanine in 52% yield and 40% ee after hydrolysis (Scheme 22).

Chiral camphor-10-sulfonate (casylate) leaving groups have been studied in solvolysis reactions.57 The solvolysis rate of the two diastereomers formed from d-2-octyl l-casylate and from l-2-octyl l-casylate was measured. These studies revealed a difference in the rate arguing for an SN2-type reaction for the two diastereomers.

Reactions proceeding through a solvent-separated ion pair mechanism as in the case of a cholesterol D- and L-casylates gave nearly identical rates of solvolysis in aqueous ethanol.58 In neither the octyl nor the cholesterol casylate solvolysis reactions was the enantioselectivity measured although it was anticipated to be low.
3.4. Chiral carboxylates

The use of chiral carbamates as leaving groups in allylic substitution is an area of active investigation and has been recently reviewed. However, analogous reactions with chiral carboxylates have been little explored. Enantioselective copper-mediated S\textsubscript{N}2' substitution reactions involving ortho-diphenylphosphanylferrocene carboxylate (\(\alpha\)-DPPF) as chiral leaving groups have been recently reported (Scheme 24). DPPF, which is conveniently prepared, was initially developed as a catalyst-directing group in rhodium-based hydroformylation reactions. The high enantioselectivity of product 61 (95%) observed in the addition of copper catalyst to 60 was rationalized on the basis of a strong phosphine–copper liganding interaction in transition state 62 (Scheme 24). Interestingly, the use of a chiral ferrocene thiol as a copper ligand gave product 61 in only 64% ee when reacted with the precursor allylic acetate. In this case a nearly stoichiometric amount of the ferrocene thiol ligand was required to achieve a reasonable enantioselectivity.

4. Organometallic leaving groups

Most leaving groups contain a heteroatom or halogen atom at the point of cleavage from the substrate. A general strategy for improving the nucleofugacity of such leaving groups is to incorporate an electron-withdrawing functional group as part of the departing moiety. Organometallic leaving groups offer the possibility of improved nucleofugacity through redox processes not available to second-row heteroatoms typically found in leaving groups. For example, the phenylidiono leaving group exhibits a nucleofugacity 10\textsuperscript{6} times greater than the triflate group allowing for S\textsubscript{N}2 substitutions on vinyl substrates. Surveys of nucleophilic reactions involving this leaving group have recently been published.

4.1. Triarylbumuth

In the presence of a bulky amine base, methyltriphenylbismuthonium tetrafluoroborate (63) reacts with benzyl alcohol to give the corresponding methyl ether in 95% yield (Scheme 25). Kinetic studies of this methylation reaction revealed a twofold rate enhancement relative to the analogous transformation involving methyl triflate, a powerful leaving group. These studies indicate that triphenylbismuth is an exceptionally good leaving group. Other weak nucleophiles have also been successfully methylated with 63 including benzene sulfinate, benzoate, DMF, and thioacetamide (Scheme 25).

The excellent nucleofugal properties of triarylbumuth have also been utilized in the direct alkenylation of \(\beta\)-dicarbonyl and phenol compounds in the presence of 1,1,3,3-tetrafluoroantimonate (TMG) (Scheme 26). For example, 2-oxocyclohexanecarboxylate (64) reacted with tritolylbismuthonium 65 to give vinylated product 66 in 88% yield. The reaction is thought to proceed via a pentacoordinate bismuth intermediate such as 67. Under the same conditions, ethyl oxobutanoate and 2,6-dimethyl phenol substrates led to vinylation products 68 and 69, respectively (Scheme 26). The use of hypervalent bismuth reagents in the \(\alpha\)-arylation and vinylation of silyl enol ethers and enones is also known. Related vinylation reactions with alkenyllead triacetates have also been reported.

4.2. Carboranes

A new class of potent alkylating agents based on carborane leaving group (\([\text{CB}_{11}\text{Me}_{3}\text{Br}_{6}\text{]}\)\textsuperscript{+} has been recently developed. Carborane anions are among the least nucleophilic anions presently known. They also offer improved leaving group characteristics over the better-known fluoroantimonates in that they are non-oxidizing and are not a source of fluorides, which may participate in unwanted nucleophilic side reactions. In solution, the carborane reagents exist as equilibrating isomers with the alkyl group at the 7–11 or 12 bromide position of the \([\text{CB}_{11}\text{I\text{icosahedral anion (Scheme 27). A}}\)
crystal structure analysis revealed that the alkyl–carborane bond is covalent.71

In the case of Me(CHB3Me3Br6) (70), the high electrophilic reactivity of this reagent has been illustrated in three methylation reactions71 that do not occur with methyl triflate, a traditional and powerful methylaing agent (Scheme 28). Benzene was methylated using stoichiometric amounts of 70 to give the toluenium ion. Remarkably, carborane 70 also reacted with several linear and branched alkanes containing four to six carbons to form tertiary carbocations at or below room temperature via hydride abstraction. Highly electron-deficient phosphorus compounds such as 71 were methylated in the presence of carborane 70 in liquid SO2 while remaining unreactive toward neat boiling methyl triflate.

Scheme 28. Methylation reactions involving carborane 70.

5. Heterocyclic leaving groups

If leaving groups employed in activated ester reactions for amide synthesis are excluded, pyridines are among the most widely used heterocyclic leaving groups in organic synthesis, an area extensively explored and reviewed elsewhere.12 However, a limited number of other heterocyclic leaving groups have appeared in the intervening years involving more specialized applications.

5.1. Benzoisothiazole-3-ones

Mercaptobenzoates containing a 1,2-benzoisothiazole-3-one at the sulfur position are useful substrates for nucleophilic attack of anilines and primary amines to give N-substituted sulfenamides. As a representative example, mercaptobenzoate 72 reacted with aniline to give sulfenamide 73 (Scheme 29). Subsequent treatment of 73 with sodium methoxide in methanol led to N-substituted 1,2-benzoisothiazole-3-one 74.

The benzoisothiazole-3-one leaving group also functions well with activated methylene nucleophiles leading to products 75 and, to a lesser extent, with Grignard reagents to give aryl thioether 76 (Scheme 30). A related benzoisothiazole leaving group has been employed in the stereospecific syn conjugate attack of a 2,3-enopyranoside leading to an unsaturated sugar.74

Scheme 29. Representative synthesis of N-substituted 1,2-benzoisothiazole-3-ones.

Scheme 30. Reaction of benzoisothiazolin-3-one 72 with activated methylene nucleophiles and Grignard reagent.

5.2. Indole

Dinucleoside methylphosphinite 78 has been prepared by the attack of a 5'-hydroxyl of a protected thymidine on substrate 77 containing a tricoordinate phosphorous reagent with an indole leaving group (Scheme 31). Similar but lower yielding coupling reactions involving tetracoordinate phosphorous with p-nitrophenol leaving groups have also been described.76

Scheme 31. Use of indole as a leaving group in dinucleoside synthesis.

5.3. 3,5-Dichloropyridine

In the presence of organolithium and magnesium reagents, 3,5-dichloro-4-pyridinecarbonitrile behaved primarily as an electrophilic substrate. Thus alkyl or aryl nucleophiles have been reported to produce substitution products with displacement of the cyano group at the 4-position or the chloro group at the 5-position. However, 3,5-dichloro-4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (79) underwent addition with phenyl lithium at the carbonyl carbon to yield anion intermediate 80 (Scheme 32). Aqueous basic workup of this intermediate
led to the formation of benzaldehyde in low yields most likely through the expulsion of the 3,5-dichloro-4-pyridyl residue as a carbanionic leaving group leading to 3,5-dichloropyridine (81) after protonation.\(^7\)

Scheme 32. Use of 3,5-dichloro-4-pyridyl anion as leaving group in aldehyde synthesis.

### 5.4. Quinolines

Resin-bound 4-phenyl-1,2-dihydroquinoline (DHQ) 82 has been synthesized in high yields using an aza Diels–Alder cycloaddition reaction for applications as a safety catch linker in the synthesis of amides and carboxylic acids.\(^2\) While this solid phase technique has been previously reviewed as a parallel synthesis strategy,\(^7\) it is included in this report since it represents a new type of heterocyclic leaving group.

The use of resin 82 in the synthesis of 4-fluorobenzoyl amide 85 began with the treatment of this resin with 4-fluorobenzoyl chloride to give resin-bound intermediate 83 (Scheme 33). Activation of 83 was achieved with several oxidizing agents to give quinolinium 84. In the case of DDQ and CPh3BF4, resin 83 was treated with 3 equiv of oxidizing agents at room temperature for 10 h and 3 h, respectively, to promote the formation of the quinolinium species. Subsequent addition of benzylamine then cleaved the benzyol substrate from solid support to give amide product 85. With the CAN oxidant (entry 4), cleavage was performed in an aqueous acetonitrile solution at room temperature to give 4-fluorobenzoic acid in 62% yield in high purity.

Scheme 33. Use of 4-phenyl-1,2-dihydroquinoline as safety catch linker.

### 5.5. Pentafluorophenyl

Reactions that result in the cleavage of carbon–carbon bonds are relatively rare. Most of these reactions involve alkoxide fragmenting to give ketones and generally require stabilized carbanion leaving groups.\(^8\) Some common examples include the haloform reaction and the retro-aldol reaction. However, examples involving less stabilized\(^1\) or even non-stabilized carbanions are known, though extreme steric crowding or high temperatures are often required.\(^2\)

Pentafluorophenyl anion leaving groups have been observed in carbon–carbon bond cleavage reactions of cis-1-pentafluorophenyl-4-tert-butylcyclohexanol (86) to give ketone 87 (Scheme 34).\(^3\) This fragmentation reaction was performed using alkali metal methoxides in DMSO since the alkoxide of 86 was unreactive in ethereal solvents (as in the Grignard reaction used to prepare 86 in the first instance). A nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction of the pentafluorophenyl group occurred subsequent to the fragmentation of 86 to give observed coproduct 88. The fragmentation has also been observed with other tertiary alcohols (89–91) and secondary alcohol 92 (Scheme 34). Although no isolated yields are reported, NMR studies indicate that the conversions are nearly quantitative.

Scheme 34. Pentafluorophenyl anions in the fragmentation of alcohols to give carbonyl products.

### 6. Activation–deactivation leaving groups

The synthesis of oligosaccharides through iterative glycosylation reactions of thioglycosides has been applied with success over a number of years due to the stability of the anomeric thio functional group toward a wide range of reaction conditions.\(^4\) The use of leaving groups that are activated at an atom that is not directly attached to the anomeric center of a glycosyl donor has been defined as remote activation (recently reviewed).\(^5\) In recent years, a new glycosylation strategy that allows chemoselective activation of an S-thiazolyl (STaz) leaving group of a glycosyl substrate has been developed. This principle can be illustrated with donor glycosyl substrate 93 (Scheme 35). The reaction of 93 with a promoter such as Cu(OTf)\(_2\) gave activated substrate 94. Significantly, this activation can occur in the presence of a glycosyl substrate containing a STaz group (such as 95) that has been deactivated (cupped) by complexation with PdBr\(_2\) or other agents.\(^6\) The removal of the Pd(II) cap from intermediate 96 following the coupling step to give product 97 was then accomplished with NaCN. An attractive feature of this strategy is that it does not require protecting group manipulation (armed/disarmed techniques\(^8\)) to control the leaving group ability. Overall yields of disaccharide syntheses using this
activation–coupling–deactivation strategy were high regardless of the protecting group choice (Scheme 35).

Scheme 35. Schematic of activation–deactivation concept and representative synthesis examples.

The selective activation of an \( \delta \)-benzoxazolyl (SBox) leaving group of glycosyl donor 99 in the presence of acceptor 98 containing a thioethyl group at the anomeric center has been reported (Scheme 36).\(^8\) Disaccharide product 100 was obtained as a single diastereomer (\( \alpha \) only) in nearly quantitative yield. Importantly, the SBox leaving group is stable toward protecting group manipulations and it is activated for glycosyl coupling under mild conditions using silver triflate. The SBox leaving group in combination with certain saccharide protecting group schemes has been shown to offer a degree of chemoselectivity in coupling reactions not envisioned by the armed–disarmed principle.\(^9\) Hexofuranosyl 1-phosphates have also been efficiently prepared in non-protected form using the SBox leaving group with phosphoric acid activation.\(^9\)

Scheme 36. Selective activation of SBox glycoside in the presence of an anomeric thioethyl group.

A more flexible oligosaccharide synthesis approach involved the selective activation of glycosyl substrate 101, which contained either a STaz leaving group (R = Taz) or a SEt (R = Et) at the anomeric position (Scheme 37).\(^1\) When 101 contained a thioethane leaving group, it was coupled to monosaccharide 102 to give product 104 in good yield (93%). This coupling was accomplished by the selective activation of the STaz leaving group of 102 using silver triflate in the presence of the thioethane group of substrate 101 (Scheme 37). Alternatively, when 101 contained a STaz leaving group, it was coupled to 103 to give disaccharide 105 in 85%. The selective coupling was accomplished by activation of the thioethane group using \( N \)-iodosuccinimide (NIS) with catalytic triflic acid. This selective activation strategy has been extensively optimized and its versatility in multistep oligosaccharide synthesis demonstrated.\(^9\)

Scheme 37. Selective activation of STaz over SEt and vice versa in disaccharide synthesis.

Taking advantage of the unique reactivities of the Sbox and STaz leaving groups, a one-pot, three-step, synthesis of tetrasaccharide 111 was achieved in 73% overall yield (Scheme 38).\(^9\) Thus donor 106 was activated in the presence of thioethyl-containing 98 in the presence of AgOTf to give dimer 107. In the same pot, STaz-containing receptor 108 was added.

Scheme 38. One-pot synthesis of tetrasaccharide 111 using selective activation of SBox, SEt, and STaz.

In the presence of NIS/TfOH, the thioethyl group of disaccharide 107 was selectively activated leading to coupling product 109. In a final step, the STaz group of trisaccharide 109 was activated with AgOTf to promote coupling with receptor 110 leading to tetrasaccharide 111 in an overall
isolated yield of 73% (Scheme 38). The SBox and STaz leaving group strategies have also been extended to the synthesis of oligosaccharides containing α-sialosides.

7. Nucleophile assisting leaving groups (NALGs)

Nucleophile assisting leaving groups (NALGs) may be defined as a leaving group that contains a chelating unit capable of stabilizing the transition state of a nucleophilic reaction. The rate enhancement afforded by a NALG is not necessarily due to an increase in the nucleofugacity of the leaving group upon cation chelation as observed in the activation–deactivation method described in the previous section. Instead, a NALG should also interact with nucleophiles in the course of a reaction to lower the transition state energy of the rate-limiting step. For example, in the case of substrate 112, it is expected that the negative charge imparted to the leaving group moiety (LG) by an incoming nucleophile (Nuc) in transition state 114 should provide a more favorable chelation complex relative to its neutral precursor ligand 113 (Scheme 39). Depending on the specific nucleophilic reaction mechanism, cation chelation in the transition state should reduce the energy of activation ($E_{a2}$) of NALG substrates relative to substrates containing traditional leaving groups. Without the added stabilizing effect of nucleophilic salt chelation with a nearby multidentate ligand, the energy of activation ($E_{a1}$) for reactions involving traditional leaving groups (leading to a transition state such as 115) is expected to be higher ($E_{a2} > E_{a1}$). As described in the following paragraphs, differential metal ion stabilization of transition states relative to reactants in acetyl transfer reactions has been observed in numerous systems.

Scheme 39. Rationale for rate enhancement observed with nucleophile assisting leaving groups (NALGs).

The reaction of 1-chloroanthraquinone (116) with a variety of alkansols in NaH failed to give the desired nucleophilic aromatic substitution product in refluxing THF. However, the addition of catalytic amounts of oligo-ethylene glycols led to successful alkanol substitution products. In the case of n-hexadecanol, substitution product 117 was obtained in 80% yield using a catalytic amount (24%) of triethylene glycol (Scheme 40). Initially acting as nucleophile, triethylene glycol added to 116 produce intermediate 118, which coordinated the sodium cation as suggested by X-ray crystal structure data. This cation-complexed intermediate most likely played a key role in both coordinating the stoichiometric alkoxide nucleophile (RO⁻) as well as stabilizing the negative charge forming on the oxygen of the leaving group. In this chloroanthraquinone study, metal chelated oligo-glycol oxides were superior nucleophilic agents relative to straight chain alkoxide anions. However, a separate group demonstrated that phenolate anions containing oligoether units in the ortho position exhibited no improved nucleophilic properties relative to their non-chelating analogs.

Scheme 40. Podand-catalyzed nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction of 1-chloroanthraquinone.

This podand-catalyzed method gave optimal results with long chain n-alkanols (C9 and C16) most likely due to their improved solubility in THF relative to smaller alkanols. Similar experiments involving 15-crown-5 methyl alcohol gave significantly poorer results. Although a more effective sodium cation chelating agent than triethylene glycol, the crown ether analog was thought to draw the sodium cation into its cavity away from the anthraquinone residue.

Crown ether-based phenolate and carboxylate nucleophile assisting leaving groups (NALGs) exhibited enhanced nucleofugacity in methylation and acylation reactions. Although this area has been previously reviewed, aspects of this research will be readdressed in the present paper to provide a theoretical basis and backdrop for more recent NALG research.

Scheme 41. Methylating agents containing crown ether leaving groups and structure of K222.

The rates of nucleophilic displacement of the electrophilic methyl group of substrates 119, 120, and 121 (Scheme 41) by benzyl thiolate varied markedly depending on the metal counter ion. With potassium benzyl thiolate, the metal was sequestered using a well-known potassium cation chelating agent 4,7,13,16,21,24-hexaoxa-1,10-diazabicyclo-[8.8.8]hexacosine (K222) leading to a loss of rate enhancement. To help assess the relative contribution of the metal countercation, all methylation reactions in the study were compared to experiments involving K222 to give relative rates ($k_{rel}$).
In the case of benzo-18-crown-5 substrate 119, the peak reactivity occurred with potassium thiolate giving a relative rate of 826 when compared to the potassium sequestered experiment involving K222 (Scheme 42). This effect was far less marked with analogous 27-crown-8 substrate 120 where the maximum relative rate was 53. Presumably, the much larger crown ether system of 120 provided a poor fit for the cations used in the study. However, in both 119 and 120, the methylation rate was enhanced relative to an electronically similar substrate, 2,6-dimethyl anisole (122). Rate studies of 122 showed a slight rate depression relative to the potassium cation sequestration experiment involving K222 (Scheme 42) suggesting a weak association of the alkali metal ions with the thiolate nucleophile.97

Substrate 121 containing an 18-crown-5 benzoate moiety also showed a methylation rate enhancement in the presence of various metal cations with the optimal relative rate of 47 occurring in the presence of sodium benzyl thiolate (Scheme 42). The preference for sodium cation in the case of 121 has been rationalized in terms of the decreased pore size of the crown ether cavity relative to 119. Due to the bulkier methoxy carbonyl group, the cavity of 121 was expected to be somewhat smaller than the corresponding cavity of 119 and therefore more suitable to host the smaller sodium cation.

Metal cation effects on the rate of benzyl thiolate methylation were nearly an order of magnitude larger with crown-anisole substrate 119 relative to crown-benzoate 121. This effect has been explained on the basis of a strong electrostatic interaction between the chelated metal and the aryl ether oxygen in transition state 124 (Scheme 43). With crown-benzoate substrate 121, the negative charge from the incoming thiolate nucleophile is delocalized over the two oxygens of the carboxylate functional group, as in 125, and therefore not as effectively stabilized by the chelated metal.

In the presence of metal methoxide in methanol, an aryl acetate substrate bearing a tetra(oxyethylene) chain in the ortho position, compound 126, exhibited substantially accelerated acetyl transfer reactions (Scheme 44).101 In general, the mechanism of acyl-transfer reactions is known to proceed by a two-step process, the first of which involves the rate-determining formation of a tetrahedral intermediate. In the case of 126, the presence of a nearby multidentate ligand was expected to stabilize a metal cation interaction with the methoxide addition product as depicted in transition state 127 (Scheme 44). Acetyl transfer reactions of 126 were carried out in methanol solutions of Me4NOMe of varying concentrations and the reaction rates were calculated. These rates were then compared to reactions carried out at the same concentration of Me4NOMe but containing added metal bromide salts. Rate enhancements were observed with several metal bromides (Scheme 44).

In the case of added BaBr2 (at 0.1 M), the relative rate was determined to be 79. Under the same conditions, the relative rate of acetyl transfer with phenyl acetate (with no chelating arm) was determined to be 3. Although considered a fairly weak chelating unit, the oligo(oxyethylene) chain of 126 was responsible for a net 25-fold rate enhancement. The improved rate enhancement of the alkaline earth metals Ba2+ and Sr2+ was attributed to both a larger electrostatic stabilization of the transition state leading to the tetrahedral intermediate as well as to a better utilization of the coordinative interactions with the oligoether unit.95

Improved metal-catalyzed rate accelerations of acetyl transfer reactions to methoxide were observed with all of the homologs of crown ether 128 in the presence of barium salts relative to the same reactions using only Me4NOMe (Scheme 45).95,102 Interestingly, Ba2+ gave the optimal acetyl transfer rates despite the fact that its cation binding affinities for 128 are an order of magnitude lower than the alkali cations. This increased acceleration of Ba2+ relative to the
alkali cations may be partially explained by improved electrostatic stabilization of divalent over monovalent cations.

When considering the differences of Ba\(^{2+}\) catalysis among crown ether substrates 128, there is no correlation between binding affinity (as measured by \(K_0\)) and relative rate. Indeed, the highest observed rate (\(k_{rel}=760\)) occurred with the 18-crown-5 analog of substrate 128 (\(n=3\)) where no appreciable binding affinity (<10 M\(^{-1}\)) for the barium cation was measured (Scheme 45). While larger ring sizes better accommodate the barium cation (for example \(K_0=260\) M\(^{-1}\) when \(n=5\)), the improved fit of the cation in the crown ether pore may shift the cation away from the reactive center and diminish its ability to stabilize the forming negative charge in the transition state through electrostatic interaction. Similar rate studies involving acetyl transfer to ethoxide instead of methoxide revealed a more pronounced metal catalysis effect with substrates 128.\(^{103}\) Both methoxide and ethoxide studies underscore the concept that effective rate enhancement of acetyl transfer reactions by metal cations does not require strong metal-binding affinity in the reactant state.

The rate enhancement effect in acyclic NALG systems is competitive with more rigid macrocyclic entities (Scheme 46). In rate studies of acetyl transfer reactions to ethoxide in the presence of barium salts, the relative rate of 129 was over 10-fold greater than macrocycle 130 for smaller ring sizes (\(n=2\) and 3). The conformational rigidity of these smaller macrocycles destabilizes interactions with the metal catalyst. Only when macrocycle 130 was of sufficient size (\(n=4\)) did the rate enhancement supersede that of acyclic NALG 129.\(^{104}\) Further improvement in acetyl transfer was realized with calix[4]arene 131, which contained a phenoxide anion capable of providing an additional binding interaction with the Ba\(^{2+}\) catalyst.\(^{99b}\)

![Scheme 46](image)

Scheme 46. Other acyclic and macrocyclic acetylating agents accelerated by Ba\(^{2+}\).

There are numerous examples of leaving group stabilization by a metal cation in substrates containing a chelating unit. While these examples involve traditional leaving groups and are therefore outside the scope of this review, they further illustrate the concept of cation-mediated electrophilic assistance in nucleophilic reactions. For example, the addition of sodium alkoxide to a chlorocyclophosphazene led to regioselective addition of alkoxide to give product 133 (Scheme 47).\(^{105}\) These nucleophilic substitution reactions also proceeded at enhanced rates. Both the acceleration and regioselectivity were rationalized in terms of transition state 132 involving sodium cation stabilization of the partial negative charge forming on the chloride leaving group.

![Scheme 47](image)

Scheme 47. Cation assisted addition of sodium alkoxide to a macrocyclic substrate.

Alkyl bromide products were obtained in good yields and under mild conditions with substrates 134 containing a 2-pyridyl sulfonate leaving group. This leaving group exhibited enhanced reactivity toward magnesium bromide, a divalent metal salt (Scheme 48). Pre-coordination of 134 with the nucleophilic salt leading to complex 135 provided an internal activation effect.\(^{106}\) The bromination reactions were remarkably fast with unactivated secondary substrates. In the case of two norbornyl substrates, 2-pyridyl sulfonate was displaced by bromide to give complete conversion to the corresponding inverted bromide products in 30 s (Scheme 48). The reaction rates with these norbornyl substrates were significantly higher than the tosylates (70 min) and 8-quinolylsulfonates (120 min).\(^{107}\) Inversion of configuration was observed for all substrates 134.

![Scheme 48](image)

Scheme 48. Transformation of 2-pyridyl sulfonates 134 to alkyl bromides with inversion of configuration.

The 2-pyridyl sulfonate leaving group has also been employed in the alkoxyaminocarbonylation of β-dicarbonyl compounds (Scheme 49). Activated amine reagent 136 containing the 2-pyridyl sulfonate leaving group reacted with enolates of β-dicarbonyl compounds following a Lossen-type rearrangement (most likely via intermediate 137) to give tricarbonyl hydroxamates 138 (Scheme 49).\(^{107}\)

Studies involving nucleophilic reactions with traditional sulfonate leaving groups revealed a strong rate dependence on
cation identity and coordinative availability. In these studies, nucleophilic reactions of mesylates and tosylates were accelerated by the addition of polyether and macrocyclic ether ligands in low polarity solvents. The presence of ethylene oxide units increases the reaction rate of LiBr relative to NaBr and KBr for all substrates with a decrease in reaction time required for LiBr to convert 6% of the starting material to give the corresponding sulfonate esters. The trend seems to parallel earlier intermolecular studies involving alkylmesylate reactions with various metal iodides. In the presence of added ligand, the acceleration effect of the addition of metal iodide to octyl mesylate is minimal relative to the benchmark reaction using tetroaetyl ammonium iodide (Scheme 50). With polyethylene glycol and 15-crown-5, the acceleration effect was most marked with lithium iodide, which was explained on the basis of the stronger Lewis acid character of Li+ relative to sodium and potassium cations. A similar but less pronounced rate acceleration effect was also observed in this same system involving alkylmesylate reactions with various metal iodides. In the presence of added ligand (a cryptand), the acceleration effect was most marked with (n-C8H17)4 NI as the substrate. A similar but less pronounced rate acceleration effect was also observed in this same system involving alkylmesylate reactions with various metal iodides. The reaction of LiBr with 144a gives nearly complete conversion to product at four times the rate of NaBr. The increasing number of ethylene oxide units correlates well with a decrease in reaction time required for LiBr to convert substrates 144 to product. In the case of 144c, which contains a tetraethylene oxide unit, the rate of reaction with LiBr is approximately 15 times faster than with 144a (n=0). The increased reaction rate of LiBr relative to NaBr and KBr for all NALGs 144 appear to parallel earlier intermolecular studies involving alkylmesylate reactions with various metal iodide salts. The presence of ethylene oxide units increases the relative rate of LiBr versus NaBr additions to 50-fold for 144b (n=1) and 160-fold for 144c (n=2). The trend seems to level off with additional ethylene oxide units. Significant rate enhancements toward metal halide addition have also been observed with secondary sulfonate substrates derived from reagent 143.

Macro cyclic ether-containing sulfonates also exhibited a rate enhancement and salt selectivity effect in metal bromide addition reactions (Scheme 52). The reaction rates of LiBr with substrates 145a and 145b were nearly 50 times faster than the baseline methylester sulfonate 144a (Scheme 51). Rates of metal bromide additions to arylsulfonates 144 to give 3-phenyl-1-bromopropane.

The reaction of LiBr with 144a gives nearly complete conversion to product at four times the rate of NaBr. The increasing number of ethylene oxide units correlates well with a decrease in reaction time required for LiBr to convert substrates 144 to product. In the case of 144c, which contains a tetraethylene oxide unit, the rate of reaction with LiBr is approximately 15 times faster than with 144a (n=0). The increased reaction rate of LiBr relative to NaBr and KBr for all NALGs 144 appear to parallel earlier intermolecular studies involving alkylmesylate reactions with various metal iodide salts. The presence of ethylene oxide units increases the relative rate of LiBr versus NaBr additions to 50-fold for 144b (n=1) and 160-fold for 144c (n=2). The trend seems to level off with additional ethylene oxide units. Significant rate enhancements toward metal halide addition have also been observed with secondary sulfonate substrates derived from reagent 143.

Macro cyclic ether-containing sulfonates also exhibited a rate enhancement and salt selectivity effect in metal bromide addition reactions (Scheme 52). The reaction rates of LiBr with substrates 145a and 145b were nearly 50 times faster than the baseline methylester sulfonate 144a (Scheme 51). Rates of metal bromide additions to arylsulfonates 144 to give 3-phenyl-1-bromopropane.
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In terms of selectivity, the 12-crown-4-containing 145a reacts with LiBr in acetone to form product in 1.3 h at room temperature. However, with sodium or potassium bromide, the displacement reaction required 4 h and 8 h under refluxing conditions, respectively. This corresponds to a selectivity of greater than 200-fold for lithium bromide over sodium and potassium bromide.111

Scheme 52. Rates of metal bromide additions to crown ether-containing sulfonates.

Crystallographic studies of triethylene oxide-containing NALGs derived from 144d revealed that three of the side arm ether oxygens of the NALG and one of the sulfonyl oxygens are coordinated to metal cation. Interestingly, the ester carbonyl of the NALG was nearly orthogonal and therefore poorly conjugated to the phenyl ring.111 To avoid this non-ideal chelation geometry, a series of NALGs related to 144 but without the carbonyl group have been prepared (Scheme 53).112 Starting from aryl ethers 146, chlorosulfonylation followed by the addition of phenylpropyl alcohol led to sulfonates 147. The reaction of 147 with LiBr in acetone at room temperature to give 3-phenyl-1-bromopropane exhibited enhanced rates (5- to 10-fold) relative to NALGs 144, which possess an ester group. As in the ester NALG series 144, increased length of chelating side chain corresponded to heightened reactivity toward a nucleophilic metal salt.

Scheme 53. Rates of metal bromide additions to NALGs 147 containing oligo-ethylene oxide chelating units without a carbonyl group.

Limited studies of NALGs derived from 143 suggest that the nucleophilic displacement reactions may occur (at least in some cases) via an SNi-type mechanism. For example, 2-adamantyl NALG substrate 148 was expected to exhibit little or no reactivity toward metal halide salts since backside nucleophilic displacement is essentially precluded due to steric crowding and ionization mechanisms are disfavored due to the constrained ring geometry.113 However, treatment of this substrate with LiBr in refluxing acetone gave the 2-bromoadamantane product in 98% yield after 16 h (Scheme 54). By contrast, the corresponding 2-adamantyl tosylate gave no reaction even after 70 h in refluxing acetone. The trflate of 2-adamantol also failed to give bromide product when treated with LiBr.

Scheme 54. Evidence in support of an SNi-type mechanism with 2-adaman- tyl NALG substrate 148.

Arylsulfonates of hindered secondary alcohols derived from reagent 149 were also converted to the corresponding alkyl chlorides very rapidly and in the presence of titanium tetra-chloride at low temperatures.114 These chlorination reactions are thought to proceed via an SNi-type mechanism leading to exclusive retention of configuration. Thus the treatment of sulfonate esters 149 with TiCl4 in methylene chloride at −78 °C led to high yields of the corresponding alkyl chlorides (Scheme 55). In each case, the reaction was complete in less than 2 min.

Scheme 55. Reaction of sulfonate esters 149 with TiCl4 leading to alkyl chlorides with retention of configuration.

With NALG 149 derived from 1,3-diphenyl-2-propanol, the respective chloride product was obtained in 91% yield upon treatment with TiCl4. Tosyl esters of this substrate gave nearly exclusive elimination product in the presence of alkali metal chloride agents. NALG sulfonates 149 of cholesterol and menthol were converted to the corresponding chlorides almost instantaneously at −78 °C (Scheme 55). In the 2-adaman- tyl system, a 90% conversion to the chloride product was observed with no side product arising from rearrangement of the adamantane nucleus.115 Recently this method has been extended to stereospecific bromination and azidations using TiBr4 and Ti(N3)4, respectively.116

8. Conclusions

In this report, we have provided an overview of recent developments in heterolytic leaving group chemistry. Although leaving groups have been an area of active research since at least the mid 1950s, progress in this field continues at an unabated pace. Indeed, it might be argued that the
increasing molecular complexity of modern synthesis targets has spurred the development of leaving groups in recent years. This has certainly been true in the area of oligosaccharide synthesis, which has moved forward in large part due to improved anomic leaving groups such as activation–deactivation groups. In more established leaving group classes such as sulfonates and carboxylates, we have shown in this report that many useful variations are still being made to improve their performance. Non-traditional leaving groups such as carboranes and chiral ferrocenyl-containing carboxylates can be seen as early offerings from the organometallic field. It is expected that, just as this field has made powerful contributions to the area of organic reaction catalysis, so will new and more useful organometallic leaving groups emerge. Finally, nucleophile assisting leaving groups (NALGs), including those inspired by biological systems, offer improved anomeric leaving groups such as activation–deactivation groups.

15. For a recent comprehensive review, see: Montalbetti, C. A. G. N.; Falque, V. Tetrahedron 2005, 61, 10827–10852.
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